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Qsys Infinity Label Producer
Label Management & Printing

Qsys has two modules for producing Labels & Tags. Infinity label Producer & Infinity Publisher. Here we show you
how Infinity Label Producer actively creates and manages label & tag production from all appropriate points in our
software suite.
Labels for your nursery, labels for your client nurseries, labels for your production stocks, labels for your growing
on stocks - these are typically the kinds of labels and tags that Retailers, Nurseries and Commercial growers may
need. Qsys Infinity Label Producer is built right into the heart of Qsys Infinity and can produce labels for you from
all processes.

Here we list a few points:
■■

Labels & Tags can be produced from production planning to enable easy labelling of stocks in production around the
nursery. Complete traceability can be maintained using batch process management.

■■

Labels & Tags can be produced from Purchase Orders to enable easy labelling of liners or plugs for identification
while growing on or ready for resale. Labels can be ready for before your purchase arrives. Complete traceability can
be maintained by labelling batches at point of source (ie delivery)

■■

Labels and Tags can be produced from Sales Orders to enable fast and easy labelling of pots and tress with your
client’s requirements such as prices and barcodes. Colour logos for each client can be incorporated.

■■

Simplest of all: direct labelling from stock. Ideal for Retail users or for garden centres

■■

Available for clients who just want to replace H.L.S. A stand alone version of Qsys Infinity Label Producer. Produce
labels and tags directly from Qsys Plant Master Library.
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Infinity Publisher
Custom Product Labelling

Qsys has two modules for producing Labels and Tags - Infinity label Producer and Infinity Publisher. Here we show
you how Infinity Label Publisher actively creates and manages label and tag production from all appropriate points
in our software suite.

Product Tag & Labelling Solution To Satisfy Demanding Retail Clients
The supply of plants into multiple retailers and buying groups is becoming more demanding, so where standard
simple Tag & Label printing simply is not enough, Qsys Infinity Publisher addresses the more demanding needs of
your clients.

On demand
Customised labels with client logos and bespoke icons relative to the product along with special offers are no
longer out of your reach. Qsys Infinity Publisher offers advanced printer queue management along with multiple
printer
support.
The Queue Manager maintains “Ready 2 Print” and “Printed” queues so jobs are not deleted on
Trade
Sales
completion but moved to another queue; thus, re-printing a lost or damaged label is a breeze. The Queue Manager
also permits inline corrections such as quantity required and “Price”, barcode and description adjustments, without
the need to refer to the original order. In a larger press production environment, this level of control is essential.
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Specialist printers such as the Primera GP3000 or Ricoh 7200sx Pro Laser both require fully prepared images to be
submitted
to the Printer Engine, a task which Qsys Infinity Publisher performs seamlessly. Qsys Infinity Publisher
Stock Control
allows the management of multiple printers with various media preloaded. In addition, there are options for utilising
additional finishing process such as Laser cutters etc. Requests can be sent to Qsys Infinity Publisher directly from
Qsys Infinity Sales Order Processing modules, from Qsys Master Plant Library and from Qsys Finished Stock.
Specialised point of sale support such as posters and banners to support your client’s sales activities can also be
generated using Qsys Infinity Publisher Press.
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Master Plant Library
Clear and concise user access to nearly 20,000 species of plants, shrubs, trees, aquatics and more. Easy to edit or
add to, so even if you sell rare and obscure species you can easily expand your Plant Library to suit your needs.
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Qsys includes this base library of plant species names, descriptions and various attributes so that you can easily
manage your finished product portfolio. This approach leaves you free to concentrate on the various sizes or
forms that you will sell as your finished product. For example, you may grow 30 varieties of Pansies and you may
wish to sell them in say 6 different pot/planter sizes. With Qsys, 3 clicks of your mouse will create 30 x 6 (180)
finished products in your sales portfolio (finished product) file. With those created you can set about planning your
production needs.
Fig 3 shows the clear relationship between your
Master Plant library, finished saleable stock and
batches of stock growing or in production.
With Qsys Infinity you can grow your business as
simply as you wish so there are no fixed rules about
using the hierarchy we show here. However, the
bigger the growing challenge, the more work Qsys
Infinity will engage.
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Our labelling process allows you to produce
production and finished product labels at any stage
and from any source of data. From planning cuttings/
sowing or potting on or from delivery of liners,
labels are all part of your business process and not a
scrambled additional task.

